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The following is a brief introduction to LATEX and .tex editors.

NOTE: “tex” or “.tex” is not a typo. That is, I did not mean to type “text”; rather, this
is the file extension for LATEX files.

What is it?

LATEX is a typesetting system. This means that LATEX allows you to control the way your
documents appear, including margins, headers, footers, font, sections and chapters, and
other formatting issues. To use LATEX, you need both a .tex distribution and a .tex editor.

Tex distributions are the collection of software and other tools that make LATEX work.

Tex editors – that is, software that enables you to enter and edit your text along with LATEX
commands – are the front-end interface that allow you to communicate with your LATEX dis-
tribution. These programs are powerful text editors and typesetting tools that allow you to
create and customize documents. The best editors are also contain efficiency and productiv-
ity tools like spell check, auto-completion, and prompts that help you remember the proper
commands and formatting for LATEX syntax.

Why should I care?

Unlike many wordprocessing programs (e.g., MS Word), you maintain control over all for-
matting (i.e., nothing is done unless you do it), you have greater flexibility (i.e., you are not
constrained by pre-determined formatting options designed into an existing wordprocessing
program), and you can use LATEX to fully integrate your workflow. Also, LATEX is free and
open-source software.

What is “compiling”?

Creating a viewable or printable document in its final format requires running the tex editor,
that is, telling the tex editor to process the text and formatting commands you have entered.
This is called “compiling”.
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Strengths and Weakness of using LATEX:

Strengths:

• greater control and flexibility over appearance:
◦ text
◦ equations
◦ graphs
◦ tables
◦ and other aspects of document

• efficient integration of statistical analysis into final document (class paper, report,
article, presentation slides, etc.)

• integration with notebooks and other work flow components (e.g., Rmarkdown in R,
MarkDoc in Stata)

• efficient citation and generation of bibliographies or references lists
• efficient conversion from one citation style to another
• efficient indexing
• free (though not entirely open source; some parts are open, but most are only free;

main restriction is that you can freely distribute unmodified version, but if modified
or partial, must at least point to whole unmodified version)

• cross-platform (W, M, L)
• large, global user groups (who create new packages and provide assistance online)

Weaknesses:

• coding framework can be awkward at first
• setting up necessary packages and software can require some debugging
• compiling your document can also require some debugging, just like coding in any

statistical or programming environment
• steep initial learning curve (but not much different than learning anything else in

computing for first time)

Getting Started:

To get started, you need two things:
(1) a tex distribution, and
(2) a tex editor (a front-end interface).

Most distributions and editors require that you install software on your computer. However,
there are also several web- or browser-based interfaces that do not require you to install any-
thing on your computer (e.g., Sharelatex). Installing software on your computer will often
make it easier for you to access the software when you need it, and make it easier to control
what you want to do. Whatever you choose, I encourage you to look for free, open-source
options.

For Windows, I recommend MiKTeX distribution and TeXstudio editor (also available for
Mac). For Mac I recommend MacTeX distribution (from TeXLive, which I also recommend
for Linux) and TeXshop as editor. Some installations of MacTex and TeXLive also install
the editor, so there may not be a need to install editor separately.

For more on getting started, see:
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https://www.sharelatex.com
https://miktex.org/
http://www.texstudio.org/
http://tug.org/mactex/
https://www.tug.org/texlive/
http://pages.uoregon.edu/koch/texshop/


• Tex Users Group (TUG)
https://www.tug.org/begin.html

For more on tex distributions, see:
• LATEXsuggestions here:

https://www.latex-project.org/get/
• CTAN suggestions here:

http://ctan.org/starter
• Tex Users Group (TUG) suggestions for free resources here:

http://www.tug.org/interest.htmlfree

For more on tex editors, see:
• Tex Users Group (TUG) suggestions for free resources here:

http://www.tug.org/interest.htmlpackages
• Wiki comparison table here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison of TeX editors

NOTE: In many cases, learning LATEX can be made much easier by starting with a template.
I will provide some templates, most tex editors provide templates, and you can also find tem-
plates online (i.e., search for “latex template”). Many journals and other publishers (e.g.,
university book presses) also provide templates to prospective authors.

For more on LATEX, see here:
https://www.latex-project.org/about/

Some troubleshooting:

• If you are using a reference management package, e.g., natbib, you may find that
your references are not displaying. Some common error messages are that a reference
is “undefined”, or that a bibliography file (.bbl) cannot be found. This is likely a
problem with your .tex editor (e.g., I have had this problem with TeXstudio), but
in any case you can diagnose by going into command terminal, go to your working
director, and run latex, bibtex, and then latex two more times. For instance:

latex template1.tex
bibtex template1
latex template1.tex
latex template1.tex

At this point, you should see a .bbl file in your working directory, and if you compile
in your .tex editor then you should see your finished .pdf. If the problem persists,
consider updating or switching editors.

Personal Webpage — ResearchGate — SSRN — YouTube — Google
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https://www.latex-project.org/get/
http://ctan.org/starter
http://www.tug.org/interest.html#free
http://www.tug.org/interest.html#packages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_TeX_editors
https://www.latex-project.org/about/
http://mattingram.net
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Matthew_Ingram3
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=954606
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